Call for Papers

Hume Society

Seventeenth Hume Conference

The Australian National University
Canberra, Australia
June 27—July 1, 1990

Conference co-ordinators:
Knud Haakonsen (The Australian National University) and David Norton (McGill University)

Papers for the Seventeenth Hume Conference in Canberra, Australia should be of approximately 35 minutes reading time with self-references eliminated for blind refereeing. They may be submitted anytime after January 1, 1989, but not later than September 1, 1989, with the expectation that the Program Committee will attempt to make its decisions at the earliest possible date in order to allow contributors ample time to arrange for travel assistance. Proposals, which should include the name of the proposer and a short list of the proposer’s recent work relating to Hume or his historical context, will be considered in lieu of papers but only after the September 1 deadline.

While the Program Committee will give full consideration to papers or proposals on any appropriate topic, it hopes to include in the Conference symposia or continuing discussions of three themes, and wishes to encourage the submission of papers that contribute to these themes, namely:

- Hume and the Controversy over Infinite Divisibility
- Personal Identity, Passions and Virtues
- Hume and the Foundation of Morals and Politics

Scholars located in Europe or the Americas should submit triplicate copies of their papers or proposals to:

Professor Dorothy Coleman
Secretary of the Hume Society
Department of Philosophy
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine 04011
USA

Those located elsewhere should submit triplicate copies of their work to:

Professor Knud Haakonsen
History of Ideas Unit
The Australian National University
GPO Box 4
Canberra, ACT 2601
Australia